
Chinese Imports 

Corporations have cried foul as a deluge of fake products have saturated the market; people have 

cried foul after buying products they thought were original but only to discover otherwise; and 

entrepreneurs have cried foul; how can we compete against China? 

It is no secret that China has an upper hand when it comes to the manufacturing industry. Not only 

because of its extremely low labour rates but also because the Chinese government and 

corporations have invested heavily erecting massive manufacturing plants.   

All this speaks to an efficient infrastructure that makes it easy for Chinese entrepreneurs. And not to 

forget international trade barriers which once made it difficult to trade internationally; have mostly 

been abolished. All this allows Chinese entrepreneurs to produce cheaply, efficiently and thereafter 

export to the entire world. 

Bear in mind not all Chinese products are fake; in fact 70% of them are original. Now if a Chinese 

entrepreneur can manufacture an original product, ship it half way across the world, pay all duties 

and tariffs and still charge cheaper than local manufactures; it certainly becomes a challenge for 

local entrepreneurs. 

Chinese products have had two effects on local entrepreneurs. To some they have been a blessing 

and to some they have had devastating consequences. To those that have lost business it has been 

difficult and some have lobbied government to ban the import of Chinese products. Associations 

such as the SA Iron & Steel Institute have joined the fight in a bid to protect local manufactures that 

cannot compete with Chinese steel imports.  

But to construction companies who use steel as a secondary product have welcomed Chinese steel 

because it is a cheaper alternative to local manufactures. 

Therefore as an entrepreneur you have a few options to ensure your business doesn’t go under. You 

could stop manufacturing altogether to become a distributor of Chinese products and by so doing 

eliminating the risk of capital intensive local manufacturing. Or maybe you could stop manufacturing 

in South Africa by finding a company in China that could manufacture on your behalf. 

Another solution could be to replace genuine parts in your manufacturing process with fake cheaper 

ones but that would lead to poor products and eventually loss of clients. 

But the best option would be for you to be competitive. Business is a competition and the 

entrepreneur that can find his competitive advantage will always win. Asking government to stop 

the import of Chinese products is not the solution; we live in a global community where countries 

are free to trade with each other. Entrepreneurs need to stop complaining about China and find 

solutions as entrepreneurs are known to do. 
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